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We look at what’s happening to prices in this month’s Review.
Prices have been on the rise, sparking a debate on inflation and
the appropriate monetary policy response. The review also takes
a peek at the latest business indicators following the final lifting of
restrictions in England.

INFLATION CONCERNS RESURFACE?
After falling steadily through 2020, inflation is on the rise again. CPIH has taken off since the start of this
year (Chart 1) and the most recent data report the fastest pace of increase, at 2.4 per cent, since mid-2018.
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There is quite a lot to unpack in the latest data, but many of the contributors to rising
inflation reflect the downward trajectory in many elements of the index a year ago, when
the economy was still in the first lockdown. For example, there was a significant upward
contribution from transport costs in the year to June due, in large part, to rising fuel costs,
which were declining this time last year. Similar base effects can also be seen in restaurants
and clothing, which also pushed inflation higher. Further upward pressure came from owneroccupied housing costs (included in CPIH), notably the increase in the energy price cap in April.
Further increases in inflation can be expected in the coming months. Policy decisions made to support
the economy last summer, such as VAT reductions for hospitality and the ‘eat out to help out scheme’
– both of which bore down in inflation in 2020, will likely result in a further acceleration later in the year.
The average independent forecast predicts CPI inflation to end the year at 2.9 per
cent – above the Bank of England’s two per cent target. However, upward pressure on
inflation is expected to be transitory, with price increases moderating through 2022.
Chart 1: CPIH inflation, percentage rate

COMMODITY PRICES REBOUND
A breakdown between the goods and services components of CPIH shows
a more rapid acceleration in the former in recent months. Goods prices
rose 2.9 per cent in the year to June compared with services inflation of
just over two percent. The normalisation of commodity prices, following
last year’s falls as production globally was disrupted and demand fell, is a
significant driving force behind higher goods prices.

Chart 2: Commodity prices and producer output prices,
annual percentage change

We can see this translate into a rapid acceleration in factory gate prices
since the start of the year (Chart 2). Similar reports of rising prices can
be seen in recent Purchasing Managers’ Indices (PMIs). The manufacturing
PMI recorded the fastest selling prices on record in June as increases across
a basket of inputs (including electronics, energy, and metals) affected all
sectors. In addition, supply chain bottlenecks have been widely reported,
putting further pressure on supply.
There are early signs that upward pressure on commodity prices may
be turning a corner. Even so, it may take time for supply to adjust and
for full pass through to take place. Nevertheless, like other contributors
to higher inflation, the pressure we see from commodity prices should
prove temporary.

WAGE GROWTH TAKES OFF
Average weekly earnings rose by 7.3 per cent in the three months to May,
up from 5.7 per cent in the previous three months (Chart 3). In normal
times, wage inflation in excess of seven per cent would lead to economic
warning lights starting to flash. However, as with other indicators
discussed, this is in part a reflection of what was happening a year ago
and compositional effects in the data.
The fall in weekly earnings last year was a consequence of lockdowns
and those being on furlough, which provided support for 80 per cent
of wages. In addition, compositional effects from a disproportionate
number of lower-paid workers affected by business closures have led to
rapid wage growth in recent months. Stripping these effects out, NIESR
and others estimate that underlying wage growth is closer to four percent
– a rate of annual wage inflation much less likely to concern policy makers.
With nearly two million employees still on furlough, though this number
is declining as the economy reopens and the level of furlough support
tapers off, these anomalous factors will remain in play during much of the
third quarter. As such, we can expect the headline wage growth number
to rise further before falling back towards the end of the year.
What a return to normal looks like will depend on adjustments in the
labour market. If unemployment rises with the end of furlough, this should
hold back wage growth. However, there are signs of labour shortages in
some sectors and occupations. If a mismatch between the demand and
supply of skills persists, there could be pressure in the other direction.

Chart 3: Average weekly earnings, percentage change three
months on a year ago

INFLATION EXPECTATIONS REMAIN
ANCHORED
Elevated uncertainty, muted demand and pressure on cash have taken
their toll on business investment over the past year. There was an
immediate pull back on investment at the onset of the Covid-19 crisis,
across all sectors (except manufacturing in 2020 Q2) and in every quarter
since restrictions were introduced investment was lower than the same
period a year ago (Chart 4). The pace of contraction across the whole
economy eased at the end of last year, driven by other services – likely
reflecting some necessary investment in systems and equipment to
support new business models during the pandemic.

Chart 4: Expected price changes in the next 12 months,
median annual change

There was a further fall in investment in the first quarter of 2021, with
an estimated decrease of 11 per cent. Manufacturing saw a particularly
significant decline in business investment, with a decrease of 24 per cent
from Q4 2020.
Investment recoveries tend to lag behind an upturn in output and sales.
However, the Bank of England’s Agents report provides some optimism
about investment prospects. Investment intentions have been on the
increase since April, though this is likely conditional on a recovery in
demand and revenues. The super-deduction for investment announced
in the March Budget also offers an incentive for businesses to accelerate
investment plans. Technology advancements, such as digitisation, are
also likely to drive investment. To that end, while business investment
was a drag on overall GDP growth in the first quarter of this year, NIESR
forecasts business investment to expand by nearly seven per cent this
year and next.
P.S: Some new research from the Enterprise Research Centre1 on business
support and productivity though the pandemic indicates that firms in
receipt of support through CBILS and BBLS government-backed loans
were more likely to plan investments than those receiving no government
support.

ECONOMY REOPENS
With the final lifting of restrictions in England and further easing in the
devolved administrations, the latest wave of the ONS Business Impact
of Coronavirus survey shows how this has translated into the continued
increase in trading activity across the economy (Chart 5).
In the two weeks to 25 July, 88 per cent of all businesses were currently
trading and a further three per cent expected to be back open in the
next fortnight. This is up from seven in ten businesses trading during
the last lockdown. Inevitably, given the nature of restrictions, the survey
has shown some significant differences across sectors. Industries such
as construction and manufacturing were more likely to operate during
the lockdown in the first quarter of the year, whereas contact-intensive
services have been shuttered as a consequence of the restrictions.
However, normality is returning for sectors such as accommodation and
food services and arts and recreation following the gradual easing of
restrictions from April. Nine in ten businesses in these industries have
reopened their doors, which, in the case of accommodation and food
services, is a big jump from the six in ten open in the latter part of April.
The positive impact of restrictions ending can also be seen in the last
furlough statistics. At the end of June, the number of people furloughed
had fallen to 1.9 million – a fall of nearly a quarter compared with the end
of May. Declines in the number on furlough were seen across the board
but were particularly notable in hospitality (a fall of nearly half).

Chart 5: Percentage of businesses currently trading

ROUND UP
The UK economy is back on the road to something that should feel more like normal for most people. In England legal restrictions have come to
an end, and with continued easing of restrictions in the devolved administrations the rest of the United Kingdom is not far behind. In terms of
the proportion of businesses operating and the state of the labour market, we are a far cry from this time a year ago. This, in itself, makes drawing
conclusions from annual movements in key economic indicators particularly challenging.
This is what will face the MPC when it meets again in August. While official GDP data will not be available until later in the month, quarter on
quarter growth of around five per cent in expected for 2021 Q2. This should mean that the UK economy closes in on pre-pandemic levels of GDP
sooner than forecasters were expecting at the start of the year. With the labour market so far showing greater resilience than feared and inflation
on the rise, the debate about when the MPC will start to normalise monetary policy is also coming sooner than expected.
As discussed, fears about inflation taking off will be tempered by the temporary nature of the factors that have contributed to the rise. Recent
speeches from MPC members point to greater attention being paid to developments in the labour market and the pace at which spare capacity is
eliminated. It will, however, be several months until the position of workers post-furlough is clear. And all of this, of course, assumes that the path
of the virus doesn’t derail the recovery in the autumn.

